
CATÁLOGO

PRODUCTS

1. Catalogue

 

We design and manufacture our main products for direct sale, rental and assembly:

 

Tents

Tents

Tarpaulins for swimming pools

Tarpaulins for trucks and trailers

Awnings

Clover Baths toilets

Advertising totems

We also have other products for sale and/or rental and assembly:

 

Modular stands
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Stages

Platforms

Chemical toilets

We complete our offer with an extensive range of articles and complements necessary for the 

production of events both outdoors and indoors in large spaces (outdoor weddings, fairs, 

congresses, mass shows, exhibitions, celebrations, public events, ceremonies...).



2. Tents

Without a doubt, our flagship product that we design and manufacture in our facilities. To do this, we 

use high-quality materials both in the textile components (canvases and veils) and in the structural 

ones.

The tarpaulins that we use to create our tents are made of polyester, high tenacity, waterproof, non-

deformable and fire retardant. With a fire resistance classification M2, subjected to anti-mold, anti-

UVA, anti-saline environment treatment and provided with non-stick varnish.

The structural elements are made of aluminum and galvanized iron material. Very solid, they 

withstand gusts of wind of up to 90 km / hour.

The modular design of our tents allows us to adapt to all needs:

By capacity: from small-format events to large concentrations.

Rectangular tent

CA001

Glass" tent

CA002



Glass" tent

CA002

Rectangular tent

CA001

Square tent with windows

CA005

Double portal tent

CA006



Rectangular opaque tent

CA007

Rectangular tent

CA001

Square tent

CAOO3



3. Jaimas

Together with the tents, our JAIMAS are the result of our own design and production. We make 

them with high quality materials both in the textile components (canvases and veils) and in the 

structural ones.

The canvases that we use to create our JAIMAS are made of polyester, high tenacity, waterproof, 

non-deformable and fire retardant. With a fire resistance classification M2, subjected to anti-mold, 

anti-UVA, anti-saline environment treatment and provided with non-stick varnish.

The structural elements are made of aluminum and galvanized iron material. Very solid, they 

withstand gusts of wind of up to 90 km / hour.

Semi-detached tents

JA001

Individual tent

JA002



Semi-detached tents with "glass" 
windows

JA003

Attached tents

JA001

Attached tents

JA001

Personalised tent

JA003



Individual tent

JA002

Individual tent

JA002

Jaima 3x3

JA004

Jaima 3x3

JA004



4. Scenarios

Due to their modular design, our stages adapt to any size, height and format.

The basic unit of our medium and large format stages is the 2500x1000x100mm stage. These 

units are made up of 1 28mm thick phenolic board integrated into an anodized aluminum structure 

and are machined using 100mm battens for easy tongue and groove mounting.

Technical characteristics:

Anti-slip

Resistant to water and high temperatures.

Abrasion resistant

Torsion resistant

High load capacity

The structure that supports the pallets is based on a multidirectional galvanized iron scaffolding 

system that complies with the UNE 76-502-90 and 76-505-91 standards as certified by the Spanish 

Association for Standardization and Certification (AENOR).

 

The versatility and resistance of our stage model allows us to adapt to any orography and / or 

space, without limit of shapes or meters of surface. The height can vary from 0'16m to 2m, although 

for special needs the required height can be reached.

Small-format stage

ES001

Medium format stage

ES002



Scissor pallets

ES003

Scissor pallets

ES003

Medium format stage

ES002

Medium format stage

ES002



Medium format stage

ES002



5. Modular Stand

The modular units that we offer for the realization of fairs, exhibitions and congresses effectively 

comply with all the quality, design and safety requirements that may be required.

They are characterized by their lightness, solidity, quick assembly, great stability and 
adaptability to different uses and formats in interior spaces.

We add to our offer a wide set of accessories that help to cover any user need during the event.

White basic stand

ST001

Personalised stand

ST002



Suporte básico azul

ST003

Personalised stand

ST004

White basic stand

STOO1

White basic stand

ST001



Personalised stand

ST004



6. Tables

Rectangular table

ME001

Rectangular table 200x90

ME001

Aspirin table

ME002

Mesa baja

M004



7. Chairs

Wooden chair

SI001

Paddle chair

SI002

White chair

SI003

Black leather chair

SI004



Brown conference chair

SI005

Dressed pole chair

SI007

Fair chair

SI006

Stool white backrest

TA001



Sillon Gris

S008

Sillón Blanco

S009



8. Sanitary ware

The Clover Baths toilets of our own design and production are perfect for events due to their 

adaptability both indoors and outdoors, but they can also be used in case of temporary toilet needs 

in companies.

 

These toilets are available in two systems: freestanding and mains connected.

 

Dimensions: 2280mm x 1000mm x 2370mm.

 

Among its main features are that its finish can be customised to suit different environments, it has 

natural ventilation to guarantee a pleasant environment, quality materials such as stainless steel for 

the toilet and accessories, sliding door and manual closing, washbasin, lightning protection, 

minimum environmental impact and 500 wastewater discharges plus another 500 discharges by 

means of a foot pump in the washbasin.

Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)

Clover Baths

CL001

Clover Baths

CL002



Clover Baths

CL003

Clover Baths

CL001

Clover Baths

CL002



9. Tables

Anti-avalanche fences

VA001

Banquet lamps

LA001

Banquet lamps

LA002

Garlands of light

GU001



Worm-fired indirect-fired generators

GE001

Veils

VE001

Veils

VE001

Bin

PA001



Small litter bin

CO001

Small thermos flask

TE001

Small electrical panel

CU001

Tray

BA001



Medium thermos flask

TE002

2-body coffee machine

CF001

Microwave

MI001

Coat rack

PE001



Medium-sized electrical panel

CU002

LED lamp 30w

LA003

1 body coffee machine

CF002

Infrared heater

GE002



Mantel Negro

M099
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